RESCUE
CHAINS

TEAM Rescue Chain Packages can be used separately or in conjunction with other rescue tools

to save time and lives in crash rescue situations involving pulling, moving or displacing steering columns,
seats, doors, dashboards and more or in industrial, transportation or farm equipment accidents, natural
disasters, or terrorist incidents. High quality, high strength rescue chain packages every truck should have.

TRC 570

Rescue Chain Package
3,000 lbs. Capacity

TEAM TRC 570

An excellent all-around rescue chain package for
general duty work. All chains and hooks are 5/16”
transport grade 70 with a working load limit of 4000
lbs. For safety, we match the chains with a 1-1/2 ton
chain Come-A-Long ensuring that the system will never
be overloaded as long as all components are used
together. This equipment is strong enough to do many
jobs and light enough to make it easy to work with.
(WLL = working load limit). Kit Weight -79 lbs.

#TRC 570 Rescue Chain Package
includes the following:
One #TRC10 1-1/2 Ton Capacity Chain Come-A-long
This chain type Come-A-long is a high quality, heavy
duty unit with a 1-1/2 ton capacity and a 5’ pull.
Built tough for years of dependable service. One of
the best Come-A-longs in the industry. Weight 28 lbs.
One #TRC6 Anchor Chain
6 feet long with a “J’ Hook at one end, a “T” Hook
and grab hook at the other end. The “J” hook is used
to hook around the frame or axle of a vehicle. The “T”
hook is used to lock into slots on the frame. The “J”
hook can also be used on the rear of the vehicle to
aid in third-door, seat and roof removal. 5/16”, Grade 70,
4,000 WLL, Weight 11 lbs.

One #TRC20 Pulling Chain
20 feet long with ad slip hook at one end and a grab
hook at the other. 5/16”, Grade 70, 4,000 WLL,
Weight 24 lbs.
One #TRC5 Loading Hook
This loading hook is used for raising dashboards and
will aid in operations where hooking and pulling are
required. 4,000 WLL, Weight 5 lbs.
Two #TRC15 “Cheater Chains”
20 inches long with grab hooks at each end. Used
for shortening or allowing proper positioning of the
Come-A-Long. 5/16”, Grade 70, 4,000 WLL, Weight 5 lbs.
One #TRC-25 – Carrying Container

IMPORTANT• Grade 70 chain should never be used for overhead lifting applications.

TEAM Rescue Tools Griphoist Kits

Quickly and easily set up a Griphoist to lift, pull and lower to save lives, rescue accident victims, remove
obstacles such as wrecked automobiles, fallen trees, poles and various forms of debris. Griphoist kits provide
versatility for rapid response when seconds count and gives users continuous control of the load being moved.
Individual Griphiost available in 1 ton to 4 ton capacity.
Griphoist Rescue Kits Include: Steel case, one hoist, 30/60
ft. of galvanized wire rope with safety hook mounted on carrying
reel, telescopic handle for manual operation of hoist, matched
snatch block pulley for kit selected, 6 ft long wire rope sling with
choker hook, 6 ft long wire rope sling and 9 ft wire rope sling.
#TGH1KIT
Kit Includes a 1 ton lifting capacity Griphoist
#TGH2KIT
Kit Includes a 2 ton lifting capacity Griphoist
#T24K-GHBDL Includes two complete 2 ton capacity kits
#TGH1
Includes 1 ton Griphoist & 30 ft. 5/16 in. wire rope
#TGH2
Includes 2 ton Griphoist & 60 ft. 7/16 in. wire rope
#TGH4
Includes 4 ton Griphoist & 30 ft. 5/8 in. wire rope

THR6000 Heavy Duty

Rescue Chain Package
6,000 lbs. Capacity

TEAM THR6000

This heavy-duty rescue chain package starts where the
TRC570 leaves off. It is designed to handle big loads up
to 6,000 lbs. All chains and hooks are 3/8” transport
grade 70 with a working load limit of 6,000 lbs.
For safety and maximum efficiency, we match the
chains with a 3 ton heavy duty chain Come-A-Long
ensuring that the system will never be overloaded as
long as all components are used together.
Due to the size and weight of components in this package
it is not practical to store in a carrying container. All
items should be stowed loosely in a compartment for
easier handling. Kit Weight - 140 lbs.

#THR6000 Rescue Chain Package
includes the folloing:
One #THR30 - 3 Ton Capacity Chain Come-A-Long
Heavy duty, high quality, 3 ton capacity with a 5’ pull.
Excellent heavy-duty unit. Weight- 47 lbs.
One #THR7 -Adjustable single chain sling
A Slip hook at end of seven foot long branch and grab
hook at end of one foot short branch connected 3”
round ring. 6,600 WLL, Weight - 17 lbs.
One #THR10
Same as THR7 but with ten foot long branch chain.
Rescue Chain Slings are versatile components of
the TEAM THR6000 and are used for various types
of rigging and tie down applications, as well as pulling,
dragging, moving, etc. Weight- 20 lbs.
One #THR16 - Pulling Chain
16 feet long with slip hook at one end and grab
hook at the other end. 6,600 WLL, Weight - 26 lbs.

One #THR12 - “Cheater Chain”
12 inch long with grab hooks at both ends. Cheater
Chain can be used to shorten a pulling chain or to
allow for proper positioning of a Come-A-Long.
6,600 WLL, Weight 3 lbs.
One #TRC5 Loading Hook
This loading hook is used for raising dashboards and
will aid in operations where hooking and pulling are
required. 4,000 WLL, Weight 6 lbs.
One #THR60 - “J” Type Recovery Hook
Used to hook around frames and axles of heavy
trucks, farm tractors, and machinery or hooking
around an axle to aid in third door seat and roof
removal. 4,600 WLL. Weight 5 lbs.
WLL = (working load limit)

IMPORTANT• Grade 70 chain should never be used for overhead lifting applications.

TEAM Saddle Lift Kit
#TSL-KIT

This kit captures suspension and supports
vehicle lift designed to work in conjunction with
your vehicle stabilization equipment. Includes
two 20’ 3/8” Grade 100 chains (grab/grab
8,800 WLL), two gradual release rescue
ratchet straps (2”x27’ 3,300 WLL), four cluster
tie down keys (G70, 4,400 WLL, 5/16” grab)
and two zippered storage bags (bags for
straps, keys and accessories, not for chains).
Weight 110 lbs.

TEAM Suspension Capture Kit

#TSCAP-KIT

Designed to work with your
vehicle stabilization equipment
or on its own.
Includes two rescue gradual
release ratchet straps (2”x27’
3,300 WLL), four cluster tie
down keys (G70, 4,400 WLL
5/16” grab) and two heavy
duty zippered storage bags.
Weight 38 lbs.

TEAM Rescue Chain, Rigging & Accessories

Only grade 80, Grade 100 or higher heat-treated alloy chains and components should be used for overhead
lifting. Herc-Alloy 800 -Herc-Alloy 100 Meets NACM, ASME and OSHA standards for overhead lifting. 4:1 designed safety factor.

Grade 100 Chains

25% Greater Strength than Grade 80 with the same weight.
Meets NACM, ASME, and OSHA standards for overhead lifting.

A Grab Hook allows for locking
on to other chain links when
necessary.

A Slip Hook (with or without
clip) allows the chain to tighten
around an object when tension
is applied.

#TG100-3820GG
#TG100-3815GG
#TG100-3810GG
#TG100-381GG

20 ft GRADE 100, 3/8” Chain (Grab/Grab)
15 ft GRADE 100, 3/8” Chain (Grab/Grab)
10 ft GRADE 100, 3/8” Chain (Grab/Grab)
1 ft GRADE 100, 3/8” Cheater Chain (Grab/Grab)

#TG100-3820GS
20 ft GRADE 100, 3/8” Chain (Grab/Slip)
#TG100-3815GS
15 ft GRADE 100, 3/8” Chain (Grab/Slip)
#TG100-3810GS
10 ft GRADE 100, 3/8” Chain (Grab/Slip)
8,800 WLL (working load limit) - Design Factor 4:1

Grade 80 Chains

Meets NACM, ASME, and OSHA standards for overhead lifting.
#TG80-3820GG
20 ft GRADE 80, 3/8” Chain (Grab/Grab)
#TG80-3810JGM 10 ft GRADE 80, 3/8” Chain (15” J Hook/Grab/Master)
#TG80-3810GS
10 ft GRADE 80, 3/8” Chain (Grab/Slip w/spring clip)
#TG80-3810GJ
10 ft GRADE 80, 3/8” Chain (15” J Hook/Grab)
7,100 WLL (working load limit) - Design Factor 4:1

Chain & Rigging Accessories
Large J Hook used for hooking
around larger items.

Master Link - Ring

#RSQRATCHET 2”x27’ Gradual Release Ratchet Belt with Dbl J Hooks, 3,300 lbs. WLL
#BELTCOVER 20 in FLEECE Ratchet Belt Cover Sleeve VELCRO CLOSE
#TDKEYS
Cluster Tie Down Keys, 4,700 lbs. WLL (8”J, T, J, 5/16”G)
#TRB6600
5/16 - 3/8 Ratchet Binder, 6,600 lbs. WLL
#TRB9200
3/8 - 1/2 Ratchet Binder, 9,200 lbs. WLL
#TRB15000 3/8 - 1/2 G100 Ratchet Binder, 15,000 lbs. WLL
#TZIPBAG
Heavy Duty Zippered Bag
#RIGTOOL
CHAIN GRAB RIGGING TOOL
TEAM RESCUE TOOLS

Available Through Dealers Nation Wide

TEAM EQUIPMENT, INC.

Load Binders are typically
used to take up slack and
apply tension to a tie-down
system. Designed primarily
for use with graded chains to
secure loads in a variety of
applications. Make sure to
safely work within the working
load limit of all components.
Design Factor 3:1

6620 Orchid Lake Road
New Port Richey, FL. 34653
727-848-2424 | 800-367-9054
www.teamequipment.com

Local Dealer:

